Unique certificate ID:

CM5364475-7ED80
To verify this report's authenticity please visit http://www.checkmend.com/uk/verify

Report created on:

06 Oct 2011

Your search criteria was:

Identifier: 01264400174856
Manufacturer: Apple
Model: iPhone 4
Item type: Cell/Mobile Phone

Manufacturer information (see notes):

Manufacturer: Apple
Model: iPhone 4 A1332, iPhone 4 (A1332)

Checks Performed

Explanation

Ever blocked

CheckMEND has a record of this item having been blocked by a cell phone network

Currently blocked

CheckMEND has a record that this item is currently blocked by one or more cell phone networks

Lost

CheckMEND has a record that this item is currently reported as lost

Stolen

CheckMEND has no record that this item is currently reported as stolen

Insurance claim

CheckMEND has no record that this item has been subject to an insurance claim

Possible counterfeit

CheckMEND has no records that this identifier has been used in counterfeit products

Owners

CheckMEND has no records of previous owners for this item

Possible clone

CheckMEND has no records that this identifier has been used in cloned products

Recycled

CheckMEND has no records that this item has been recycled or refurbished

Contract status

CheckMEND has no records relating to this items network contract status

Warranty

CheckMEND has no records that this item has been subject to a warranty claim

Notes
Refer to page 2 of this certificate for detailed explanations of the above checks.

This report is subject to the CheckMEND service terms and conditions which are viewable at http://www.checkmend.com
If you consider any information on this report to be incorrect please email support@checkmend.com
Please tell us about why you used CheckMEND and if it was helpful on our blog at http://blog.recipero.com/checkmend/
No warranty is offered or implied.

Explanatory Notes to your report.
Unique certificate ID: This is the unique id of the report. This can be validated via CheckMEND by putting the number
into the site at the URL supplied. This is the number to supply if you are selling goods on eBay, Craig's list or anywhere
else online as it means the buyer can view the certificate easily.
Report created on: The Date the check was done.
Your search criteria were: This shows the information you entered in the search boxes.
Manufacturer information: : In a lot of cases we are able to validate the manufacturer and model of the item FROM the
serial number you enter. This means that you can be assured that the serial number is genuine and has not been
altered or tampered with since manufacture. If we do not have this information we do not display anything on the report.
Ever blocked: This relates only to mobile phones using the GSM networks. If we have been told that a GSM network or
networks worldwide have EVER blocked a phone from working on their network it will be shown here. If a phone has
been blocked during its lifetime, this may affect your decision as to whether you wish to purchase it.
Currently blocked: This shows the current blocked status of a GSM phone worldwide. If we know a phone is currently
blocked anywhere in the world it will be shown here. This is important because you want to know if a phone may stop
working as soon as you take it abroad. Being blocked may also impact on the price you are willing to pay for the phone.
Phones shown in the "Ever Blocked" category but not "Currently Blocked" MAY still be blocked on some networks as the
networks are not compelled to unblock them depending on the reason for the unblock. Any phone that has been blocked
historically should be carefully checked for proper functioning.
Lost: If we have a record of an item with the serial number you entered being reported lost, it will be noted here.
Stolen: If we have a record of an item with the serial number you entered being reported as stolen, it will be noted here.
Insurance claims: If we have a record of an item with the serial number you entered being subject to an insurance
claim, it will show here. This is important as this may lead to an ownership dispute between the seller and the insurance
company.
Possible counterfeit: If we have intelligence information which leads us to believe the serial number you have entered
is used in counterfeit goods it will show here.
Possible clone: If we have intelligence information which leads us to believe the serial number you have entered is
used in cloned goods it will show here.
Owners: If we have information that this item has had previous owners we will indicate it here. This is important as
many items sold as new are in fact returns which have been repackaged and this may be relevant to you when buying
an item.
Recycled: If an item is shown as recycled it means that it has passed through the hands of a recycler or a refurbisher
and is not a new product.
Contract status: A green result indicates that CheckMEND does not have any record indicating that this handset is still
under contract with a network or a record that indicates the handset has been sold as a Pay As You Go phone. An
amber result indicates that we believe it has been under contract and may still be at the time of checking. If buying the
phone we would encourage you to ask the seller to confirm that it is out of contract.
Warranty: The green tick indicates that we have no information about any repairs made to this item under warranty.

